“Hello, I saw this yesterday and figured
and
must have had something to do with this
story. Thanks for helping out the Journal. You guys really make my job easy.”
Defamatory statements
Evidently, there was a Facebook page that contained defamatory statements about me, made by
students. Dr. Mark Furze, Dr. Hilts, Dr. Sullivan, and Dr. Higgins were all aware of this
Facebook page. Yet, no one informed me of this page.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts did not show the facebook comments to anyone other than Dr. Sullivan
and Dr. Higgins.
This is incorrect! Dr. Hilts showed it to

who brought it to my attention.

Circle of friends
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts admitted that he talked to Jonathan Withey about the student concerns.
He thought he was talking to him in confidence. Jonathan subsequently reported
the conversation to
Dr. Hilts has several faculty members that he confides in: his ‘circle of friends’.
was
in the ‘circle of friends’. One other person has indicated that Dr. Hilts talked with them about
issues pertaining to
(they wish to remain anonymous). It is quite likely that Dr. Hilts
talked to more than just
and the other person in his ‘circle of friends’. Talking to
members of the department violates my rights, breached Dr. Hilts’ obligations as Chair, and
purposefully poisons the work environment at MacEwan. Who has Dr. Hilts talked to? What has
he told them? What opinions have they formed based on partial and misleading information?
Course cancellations
For the degree program, I developed three physical chemistry and one technical communications
course. Every one of these courses has been cancelled. Two had never been offered.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts indicated that with budgets being tight as they are, that the University has
to closely monitor courses to ensure that enrolment is sufficient to continue
offering the course. Budget dollars are provided based on student enrolment in
each course. In the recent past he has had to cut some of the Physical Chemistry
courses due to low enrollment.
With the implementation of degrees and new courses, MacEwan recognized that some courses
would initially have low enrolments. Administration stated that they would permit low
enrolments for the first few times a course was offered. The long-term minimum was established
to be five students in a course. The first time one physical chemistry course was offered, there
were 4 students in the class. The second time, the class was cancelled over a month before classes
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began, with 3 students registered. Students often register in the month before class. Other courses
with three students registered were not cancelled.
Course development
When the MacEwan Physical Sciences degree was first announced in 2008, I proposed that the
degree establish a focus and proposed ‘environmental science’ since most faculty members could
adapt their courses to environmental themes, since Dr. Grant MacEwan was an environmentalist,
since a Physical Sciences environmental degree would complemented the Biology environmental
degree, and since environmental science isn’t a large program at the UofA. This was supported
by faculty and ignored by administration, including Dr. Hilts. At the request of the Biology
department, Dr. Hilts agreed to develop a environmental course. Instead of having me develop
the course after cancelling all the physical chemistry courses, Dr. Hilts had Dr. Samuel Mugo
develop the course.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts confirmed that he had appointed Dr. Mugo to take the lead on developing
the Environmental Chemistry courses….
…
Dr. Mugo had been appointed as lead because the environmental courses have a
large analytical component to them. Since Dr. Mugo teaches 2nd and 3rd year
analytical chemistry, he was the natural choice for taking the lead.
Both Analytical and Physical chemistry are major components of environmental chemistry.
Atmospheric chemistry (such as acid rain and ozone depletion), atmospheric kinetics,
atmospheric transport, and solar effects are all areas of Physical chemistry. Dr. Mugo would
teach the course from an analytical chemistry perspective; I would teach from a physical
chemistry perspective. Both are valid. MacEwan currently has five other analytical courses where
environmental components could be introduced.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts was aware when he appointed Mugo that he already had a heavy
workload but felt that with the help of
and others, they could develop
the courses in time for the 2012 school year.
When I learned that Dr. Mugo would be developing the environmental chemistry course, I
calculated and informed Dr. Hilts that Dr. Mugo does not have sufficient instructional time to
teach all the courses he had developed. Dr. Hilts insisted that Dr. Mugo develop the course.
In terms of course development, Dr. Hilts wanted me to develop the laboratory portion of the
course, but refused to put this course development on my workload. Dr. Hilts wanted me to
develop the laboratory portion on my own time.
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Hilts’ workbook for all courses?
Dr. Hilts led the Committee to select a new first year chemistry and revise the instructional
materials and sequence based on that new textbook. However, Dr. Hilts did not follow the
decisions of that committee. Dr. Hilts continued to teach from his workbook (developed for
another textbook) and did not revise his instructional material or sequence. When I was using my
developing textbook with students, I made significant efforts to ensure I was teaching the same
material in the same sequence.
Additionally, by virtue of his position as Chair, Dr. Hilts listed his workbook with the MacEwan
Bookstore for all sections of first-year chemistry in both Fall 2011 and Winter 2012. I do not
understand why Dr. Hilts can subversively impose his workbook on all first-year students and
instructors, especially since his workbook does not accompany the required textbook. I do
estimate that Dr. Hilts and Pearson Education share approximately 25 $ per workbook sold.
It is a significant double standard that I am being persecuted for informing MacEwan students of
my free developing textbook, while Dr. Hilts is permitted to impose his costly workbook on all
first-year students and instructors.

Submissions by Dr. Sullivan
Scheduling vacations
In May and June 2011, I was on medical leave for six weeks. In June 2011, Dr. Sullivan informed
me that my 2010/11 holiday’s were void as of 31 August 2011, despite me having until 30 June
2012 to take them.
Dr. Sullivan submitted in a written response to the harassment investigator:
returned a form with 0 days accounted for and no request for
arrangements as outlined in section 19.2.7.
was given a second chance
to request holidays so that he would not lose the benefit.
…
All requests for holiday changes that are made in advance are always considered
and I cannot recall a situation where such a request for modifications of holidays
was refused.
I was never advised my holiday plan was problematic. I was never given a second chance to
revise my holiday plan. When I submitted my holiday plan to Dr. Hilts on 16 June, I informed
him I wasn’t taking holidays that summer and detailed the numerous projects I had to complete
prior to the Fall. The vacation plan explicitly lists a 14 month window in which to take my
2010/11 holidays: 01 May 2011 to 30 June 2012. The documentation accompanying the vacation
planner explicitly states that holidays taken in May and June 2012 didn’t need to be declared at
the time (see attached, B). The next communication came from Dr. Sullivan, who on 24 June
2011 informed me that my vacation days were voided as of 31 August 2011— ten months before
the vacation planner indicates vacations must be used.
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If Dr. Sullivan cannot recall any time where modifications of holidays was refused, why wasn’t I
able to take my holidays during May and June 2012 — still in the allowed vacation period? I
submit that Dr. Sullivan was aware of MacEwan’s intention to terminate me and, by cancelling
my holidays, he saved MacEwan from paying them out.
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Sullivan confirmed that the letter distributed to Faculty was not clear. It stated
that “days that you plan to use in May/June 2012 do not have to be declared at
this time” …
vacation planner said “0” days, and Dr. Sullivan sent him
an e-mail asking him to complete his vacation planner.
…
He indicated that perhaps in previous years Jack Park may have taken vacation in
May/June but this has not been the case since 2008.
Dr. Sullivan did not send an email asking me to complete my vacation plan. The first email I
received from Dr. Sullivan on this issue was his 24 June email advising me that he had voided my
vacation days.
Dr. Sullivan confirmed that Jack Park, a faculty member in my department, had transferred all his
holidays to the following year. I recognize that transferring all of ones holiday’s is not a common
occurrence, but both Park and I had similar reasons: we had a lot to do to prepare for the
upcoming year. Park was preparing to teach several new courses; I was preparing for new courses
and had recently competed six weeks of medical leave. Yet I am not permitted this same privilege
afforded another faculty member — an obvious double standard.
Dr. Higgins submitted in a written response to the harassment investigator:
At no time have faculty members been forced to restrict their vacations to the
May–August period. Many members take vacation outside this period.
Dr. Sullivan voided my vacation effective 31 August 2011 — at the end of the May – August
period and ten months before the vacation planner indicates vacations must be used. Contrary to
Dr. Higgins statement, I was being forced to take my holidays during the May – August period.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
had submitted it saying that he would not be taking any of his vacation
that year. This was not acceptable and he was requested to note when he was
planning on taking his vacation.
indicated that he was taking it in
May/June of the following year. Dr. Higgins indicated that
was told this
would not be approved.
Dr. Higgins indicates that I was twice contacted regarding problems with my vacation plan.
Again, I was never informed of a problem with my vacation plan prior to Dr. Sullivan voiding
them. In submitting my vacation plan, I was following the guidelines, which stated that “days that
you plan to use in May/June 2012 do not have to be declared at this time”.
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Student complaint
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Sullivan explained that there had been previous anger management issues
with
One incident involved a complaint from a student in which
yelled at students who were being noisy in the hallway.
This occurred in 2007 and Dr. Sullivan omitted some relevant information. A student did
complain, but that does not mean the student complaint was valid. An investigation by MacEwan
Security cleared me of any wrongdoing. My submission to security shows that I was calm,
collected, and chose to talk to the students’ employer since the student was being uncooperative
(see attached, C). (The student was employed by the Student’s Association.)
Dr. Sullivan should reasonably have known that I was cleared of any wrongdoing.

Submissions by Dr. Higgins
Refusal to reconsider opinions
Pertaining to an alleged FOIP violation, the only opportunity I had to provide information was
during the initial meeting on 01 February 2011 — the meeting where he advised me of the
allegation. After this meeting Dr. Higgins conducted a ‘private investigation’,* without involving
the MacEwan FOIP Officer and VP Student Services — personnel that are required to be
involved. During his investigation, Dr. Higgins failed to allow me to see and respond to the
evidence he collected and acted upon. His action is inconsistent with MacEwan policy and the
principles of natural justice. Consequently, his 01 April 2011 disciplinary letter contains errors.
Dr. Higgins submitted in a written response to the harassment investigator:
The means by which
obtained the list of student e-mail addresses
involved misleading a colleague into giving him the mailing list. … The element of
deception involved
stating one thing, but in fact doing a different thing.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated that
had asked another Faculty member for the
addresses of the first year Chemistry students so that he could send an e-mail to
them about the International year of Chemistry. The e-mail addresses were not
used for this purpose but were used by
to promote his textbook.
These restate what Dr. Higgins concluded in his 01 April 2011 disciplinary letter. There is
substantial evidence to show that I had departmental permission to obtain student email addresses

*

The term ‘private investigation’ was coined by Brian Pearson, Director of MacEwan Human Resources, in March
2011 to explain Dr. Higgins actions pertaining to his lead involvement in the IP agreements issue, FOIP
allegation, and plagiarism allegation.
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to distribute information regarding IYC2011. I happened to use this list to send students
information about a free resource that may benefit them in their studies (my developing
textbook). Dr. Higgins continues to refuse to recognize that he ordered me to destroy the email
list several weeks before the first IYC2011 activity, which is why the list was not used for
IYC2011 activities. An alternate email list was used to communicate IYC2011 activities to
students. A detailed response detailing this and other concerns regarding Dr. Higgins 01 April
disciplinary letter was presented to Dr. Higgins and to Dr. Paterson-Weir during the grievance
process (see attached, D). Despite this, Dr. Higgins’ submission to the harassment investigator
indicates he remains adamant that I obtained the list through deception of a colleague and that I
obtained it for ulterior motives.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
In investigating the complaint pertaining to the e-mails, Dr. Higgins talked to
.
did not support
version of the events.
told Dr. Higgins that he and
did not discuss whether if was appropriate
to send e-mails to the students. They did not conclude that it was inappropriate. In
fact
advised Dr. Higgins that he felt it was appropriate to e-mail
students to make them aware of the conference.
This again restates what Dr. Higgins concluded in his 01 April 2011 disciplinary letter, based on
evidence he collected without allowing me to see and respond to that evidence. When I read this
in his 01 April letter, I instantly realized the interpretation error Dr. Higgins made. So did
.
and I jointly signing a letter clarifying Dr. Higgins’ mis-interpretation (see
attached, E). Yet, Dr. Higgins clings reverently to his incorrect interpretation and restates it to the
harassment investigator.
Dr. Higgins refusal to reconsider his position in face of this evidence is neither rational nor
logical. Dr. Paterson-Weir is aware of the errors in Dr. Higgins investigation and conclusions, yet
she has not acted to correct them.
Are email addresses covered by FOIP?
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins is not aware of whether e-mails are listed in the FOIP Policy but
suggested that he doubts that any list that may be in the Policy would not be
intended to be an all inclusive list.
This is a surprise! Dr. Higgins, an administrator for over 11 years and the senior Dean at
MacEwan, didn’t check if email were listed in policy during his investigation!? I submit that his
disinterest indicates he had already decided that my actions were an egregious breach and that
harsh discipline was necessary.
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Policy D7510 (Records and Information Management) identifies ‘Personal Information’ in
3.2.14.
Appendix A lists the information requiring enhanced safeguards.
Appendix B lists personal information defined by the Alberta FOIP Act.
Email is not listed in either Appendix A or B. Emails are mentioned after Appendix B as possibly
being personal information.
After reading section 4.11 of D7510, I note that
• one allowed use of email is used for communicating course and program relevant
information to students
•
and I received permission at the 08 December meeting to communicate IYC
activities to students via email
• departments use email to inform students of resources that may benefit students
• departments use email for promoting the work done by their faculty members
• I followed the practices used by others in my department and in other departments
Yet Dr. Higgins determined my actions were an egregious breach and that harsh discipline was
necessary: a disciplinary letter equal to the weight of a suspension, according to the 01 April
letter.
Informing the FOIP officer
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated that after he had concluded that there had been a FOIP
violation, he alerted the FOIP office of such by e-mail.
Dr. Higgins admits that he had already reached a conclusion prior to involving the FOIP office.
When Dr. Higgins approached the FOIP co-ordinator with the concern, he told the
co-ordinator about the acquisition of the information and the method in which the
e-mails were acquired as well as the ultimate usage of those e-mails and asked for
his opinion. The co-ordinator (Mike Gardener) responded that it [the use of emails
as presented by Dr. Higgins] is not advisable. He [the FOIP co-ordinator] indicated
that he didn’t think it was a serious infraction.
If the FOIP coordinator didn’t think it was a serious infraction, why did Dr. Higgins impose such
harsh discipline — a disciplinary letter that Dr. Higgins equates to a suspension?
(MacEwan FA) also had a conversation with the FOIP Officer (see attached, F). The
FOIP officer informed
that the FOIP officer was responsible for investigating and that the
VP Student Services must be involved if student information are involved. Dr. Higgins did not do
this.
provided the FOIP officer with details of the incident. Based on the information
provided by
the FOIP officer concluded my actions to be a minor violation, if a violation
at all, and would use the issue as a ‘learning opportunity’. Dr. Higgins received the same opinion
from the FOIP coordinator.
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Again, why did Dr. Higgins impose such severe discipline? I submit it is because of the intent to
facilitate my termination from MacEwan.
Refusal to acknowledge involvement
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgin’s recalls a matter of
conduct being bought to his attention.
A faculty member was disturbed by
slamming the door at least twice.
The concern was bought up by the Chair and Associate Dean. Dr. Higgins recalls
suggesting that
be told that this was not acceptable behaviour. He
thinks he may have also suggested that this be communicated to
in
writing.
Dr. Higgins was informed at the same time I was: an email from Dr. Hilts on 08 December 2010.
Dr. Higgins took over immediately. Dr. Higgins held a meeting on 17 December to discuss the
issue. Dr. Higgins wrote the warning letter of 21 December. (see attached, G)
I do not understand why Dr. Higgins is not acknowledging his leading role and actions in this
issue. The only administrator involved was Dr. Higgins.
Students involved in scholarly activity
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated that other staff hire students but to his knowledge, not in the
same manner as
did. When faculty hire students they would have
received funding from the University to hire the student. The student is then an
Employee of the University and their rights protected under the umbrella of the
University. There may not be a specific IP Agreement with those students but their
rights would be protected. In
case, he was hiring the students directly.
The manner in which I hired students was never identified as an issue, until now to the
harassment investigator and more than 12 months after concerns regarding the IP agreements
were concluded.
Since I do not have university funding, am I prevented from hiring students? In fact, I was
approached by students offering to do work for my textbook for free — these were top students
who believed they could meaningfully contribute to my developing textbook. After meeting with
the students, I agreed and offered to pay an honoraria when they completed their project.
I do not believe MacEwan has any guidelines for student volunteers working for faculty, other
than students working in laboratories. If it does, the guidelines have not been communicated to
faculty.
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Student IP agreements
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins believes that
was told what needed to be done to make the
Agreements appropriate. Dr. Higgins confirmed that none of the students had
complained about the Agreements. It was their belief that once the matter of the
IP Agreements came to their attention the University had a fiduciary responsibility
to act.
Dr. Higgins is again suggesting that he was peripherally involved. Dr. Higgins was the lead
administrator involved. Dr. Higgins was the sole complainant, sole investigator, and sole arbiter
in this issue.
I was never “told what needed to be done to make the Agreements appropriate.” After providing
Dr. Higgins with the IP agreements, Dr. Higgins did not contact me again during his
investigation. I next heard from Dr. Higgins on 24 January 2011, where he declared the
agreements void and threatened to take action against me if I used the students’ material.
The extent of ‘private investigations’
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
For Plagiarism concerns, Dr. Higgins indicated that he would review the nature of
the concerns, look into the matter and assess whether there was substance to the
complaint. If he felt there was, then he would forward the matter on to the proper
authority in accordance with the Policy.
If Dr. Higgins did this, that would have been acceptable. However, Dr. Higgins went beyond
‘looking into the matter and assessing whether there was substance to the complaint.’
During his ‘private investigation’ of the plagiarism allegation, I was subjected to two oppressive
meetings that were more like interrogations. The first (01 February) was to level the initial
allegations. The second (15 March) was to level the additional findings of Pearson Education. I
was never given advised of the nature of the meeting, despite requesting this information. The
meetings were conducted more like interrogations and were definitely not professional or
collegial (violating policies D1100 and D1200). During both, Dr. Higgins repeatedly demanded
that I admit my actions constituted plagiarism. I was initially given three days to respond to the
allegations levelled on 15 March. Three days is not reasonable by any measure. I submit that
three days is Dr. Higgins ‘going through the motions’, with the decision predetermined: my guilt.
These actions are not consistent with a simple ‘private investigation’.
I submit Dr. Higgins actions were an aggressive attempt to pressure me into leaving MacEwan.
These actions set the stage for the 22 March resignation offer and subsequent meeting where I
was strongly encouraged to accept the offer.
Only when I brought policy C5051 (Code of Conduct in Research) to the attention of
administration on 01 April 2011 did Dr. Higgins immediately drop his ‘private investigation’ and
file a complaint in accordance with C5051.
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Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins explained that under the Policy, a committee is established to look into
the complaint and arrive at a decision as to whether there has been plagiarism.
They then report their conclusions to the VP Academic.
In his complaint to the Investigative Committee, Dr. Higgins twice concluded that I had
plagiarized. His complaint is not consistent with the idea that the Investigative Committee “look
into the complaint and arrive at a decision as to whether there has been plagiarism”. His
submission contained an unvalidated matrix of Dr. Higgins’ design that Dr. Higgins used to
analyze each question. An independent IP attorney concluded the matrix was not valid; similar
methods of analysis have been rejected by the Canadian Courts. Dr. Susan May, the Associate
Vice President Academic and Research, Chaired the Investigative Committee. She used Dr.
Higgins’ matrix.
Medical leave
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins doesn’t recall anyone talking to him at the time about
having been on sick leave just prior to the summer vacation period.
This is incorrect! Dr. Hilts informed Dr. Higgins immediately upon receipt of my medical note.
My medical leave was for six weeks, not ‘a couple of months’. Dr. Higgins was the administrator
who blocked my email (see attached, H), and likely was involved in blocking my voicemail,
network access, and stopping my pay. I submit all of these actions were done to isolate me from
MacEwan and from my supportive colleagues. Why is Dr. Higgins claiming ignorance regarding
my medical leave?
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated that the practice as it relates to how e-mail accounts are
administered during an Employees absence is likely varied. He thought that if it
was going to be long term, it may be appropriate to suspend the employee’s email account during the absence. He indicated that this was just his thought on the
subject and is unfamiliar with what the practice of the University is.
Dr. Higgins is the senior Dean at MacEwan and has been an administrator for over eleven years.
Dr. Higgins suspended my email and blocked my access to MacEwan. To the best of my
knowledge, no-one else has had this happen to them. Email is the standard form of
communication at MacEwan. Now Dr. Higgins is presenting vague statements on varied
practices, what is appropriate, and pleading ignorance on University practices?
For reference, I am currently suspended (not on leave) and have full access to email, voice mail,
and the MacEwan intranet.
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Scholarly activity at MacEwan
The scholarly activity ‘plan’
From their submissions, it is evident that the respondents have different opinions on how faculty
are to engage in scholarly activity.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
When asked if there was a requirement for applicants to submit a [scholarly
activity] “plan”. Dr. Hilts indicated that he was not aware of a formal process. He
indicated that if a faculty member was applying for grant funding, then they would
have had to submit a plan with their application for funding, but beyond that
there would only need to be a written request for the lighter course load. He
clarified that if the Dean had questions about the activity and needed more
information pertaining to it, he could request additional details pertaining to the
scholarly activity.
…
Dr. Hilts confirmed that Scholarly Activity needs to be approved by the University.
A committee reviews all requests for approval for scholarly activity and submits its
recommendations to the Dean. He thought the Dean has the final decision on
whether to accept a request for recognition of Scholarly Activity.
In Dr. Hilts’ submission, he first states that he is unaware of any formal process, unless additional
funding is required. Yet a page later in his submission, Dr. Hilts categorically states that scholarly
activity must be approved by Dr. Higgins?!
Dr. Sullivan submitted in a written response to the harassment investigator:
If a faculty member wants special consideration in his workload assignment for
scholarly activity section 15.2.7.4 requires an application to the Dean.
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Faculty are required to make application. Applications are submitted to the
Research Committee who review the request and make recommendations to the
Dean. The Dean has the final decision making authority on Workload reductions
for Faculty based on their Scholarly Activity.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated that when an Instructor needs to apply for a course release,
they prepare a plan and this plan is assessed through discussion (usually with the
Chair). There needs to be an assessment as to whether that activity advances the
goals of the Department and whether the person is likely to complete the task.
The teaching requirements of the department also need to be considered.
…
Dr. Higgins indicated that there is no set process cast in stone for assessing
whether an activity is scholarly activity. The Instructor submits their plan to the
Chair and it is generally discussed between the Chair and Associate [Dean].
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In response to
understanding that there is no requirement for
scholarly activity to be approved by the Institution and that requiring approval
would be a violation of Policy C5054, Dr. Higgins agreed.
Dr. Hilts and Dr. Sullivan both indicate that a plan must be submitted and reviewed by a
committee before the faculty member can engage in scholarly activity. Dr. Higgins states that
there is no requirement for scholarly activity to be approved by the institution, however a faculty
member must apply for a workload adjustment. The discrepancies in their submissions arise
because there is no established process.
At no time have faculty been advised that an approved plan is required to engage in scholarly
activity. My only notice of a ‘plan’ came in emails from Dr. Sullivan.
Date: Mon, 17 May 2010 14:27
From: Pat Sullivan
To:
Subject: Re: Faculty Evals
If faculty members wish to begin a research program they submit a plan. We have
been sending the plans to the faculty research committee for peer review. If they
approve the plan it can be used for scholarly activity.

Date: Fri, 3 Sep 2010 12:42
From: Pat Sullivan
To:
Subject: Re: (fwd) Workload assignment memo...
…
New faculty members are all assumed to be doing some research. This is explained
to them when they are hired. Their workload reflects this expectation. As per the
collective agreement, all faculty may apply for research release. Our process has
been that faculty submit a research proposal, this proposal is given to the Arts
and Science Faculty Research Committee and they recommend to the dean on the
suitability of the project and whether it qualifies for release.
…
As to what constitutes scholarly activity - a research proposal from a faculty
member would be evaluated by the research committee.

I asked Dr. Sullivan for details about the plan and when the research committee was meeting, but
Dr. Sullivan never responded.
Given these discrepancies, it is valuable to see what policy and the Collective Agreement say.
The Academic Governance Council (AGC) document, University-Wide Standards for Interim
Title of Assistant Professor, contains an non-exhaustive list of activities that would be recognized
as scholarly activities (see attached, I, section 3). The Physical Sciences department created and
approved additional titling criteria (see attached, I).
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Policy 5054 (Academic Freedom) states
1.0 Grant MacEwan University values, advances, and protects the principles of academic
freedom; this includes freedom of inquiry, discourse, teaching, research, and publication.
3.3 Academic Freedom is the freedom of faculty members to teach, to conduct research, to
engage in scholarly activity, ….
3.5.3 Faculty members are free in the selection of topics for research and in the publication of
results and conclusions of that research.
Based on the AGC document and the Academic Freedom policy, it is clear that any activity
within the scope the AGC document is scholarly activity. Administration does not have the right
to determine whether an activity is scholarly activity.
Sections 15.2.7 of the Collective Agreement details the assignment of faculty workloads.
15.2.7.1 and 15.2.7.2 detail ‘Service’ and ‘Application for major service’.
15.2.7.3 and 15.2.7.4 detail ‘Scholarly Activity’ and ‘Application for major scholarly activity’.
These sections are presented in nearly identical formats.
15.2.7.1 and 15.2.7.3 detail the range of the workload that can be allocated to ‘Service’ and
‘Scholarly Activity’, respectively: 5 to 20 % for service; 0 to 35 % for scholarly activity.
15.2.7.2 and 15.2.7.4 explain that faculty wishing to engage in ‘Major Service’ and ‘Major
Scholarly Activity’, respectively, must apply to the Dean.
There is no application process for ‘service’ and ‘scholarly activity’.
The respondents incorrectly assert that all scholarly activity and/or all scholarly activity workload
must be approved by the Dean. The Collective Agreement states that faculty are free to choose
their scholarly activity and are entitled to up to 35 % scholarly activity workload without
application and approval by the Dean. Only ‘Major Service’ and ‘Major Scholarly Activity’
require application and approval.
It is reasonable that the Dean be aware of the scholarly activity a person is engaging in, but once
it is confirmed that a person is engaged in scholarly activity, the faculty member is entitled to
recognition of that scholarly activity in their workload. This awareness is similar to the Dean
knowing what committee’s a person is on for their service workload. Currently at MacEwan,
there is no established process to quantify or evaluate scholarly activity. So the percentage
assigned to scholarly activity is arbitrary, but it must be greater than zero.
I estimate that around half the full-time faculty in Physical Sciences have large percentages of
Scholarly Activity, often 30 – 35 %. All of these people are engaged in ‘traditional’ research.
Some of these people have research grants, others do not.
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Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicates that workload adjustments are typically approved to
encourage research.
I am the only faculty member engaged in pedagogically-focused scholarly activity, which is
consistent with the AGC guidelines. In Fall 2009, Dr. Sullivan removed my pedagogically
focused scholarly activity from my workload. I continued to conduct this scholarly activity. In
Fall 2010, Dr. Sullivan took exception to me listing the scholarly activity on my annual report.
To add a layer of complexity: I submitted an application for scholarly activity funding in March
2010. Dr. Sullivan approved the application and I was awarded funding (see attached, J), yet Dr.
Sullivan refuses to recognize my scholarly activity in my workload.
Relating this to harassment:
• if the respondents are treating every faculty member the same — deciding what constitutes
scholarly activity and not recognizing that scholarly activity in the workload — it is not
harassment, but it is an egregious breach of policy and the Collective Agreement, and acts
to hinder the development of a vibrant scholarly activity community at MacEwan.
• if the respondents are only refusing to recognize my scholarly activity, it is harassment.
Scholarly activity and workload adjustments
The respondents argue that MacEwan is not obligated to either recognize scholarly activity or
provide a faculty member with workload adjustments to engage in scholarly activity.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
The mere fact that a person is involved in scholarly activity doesn’t necessarily
suggest that they are automatically given a reduced course load.
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
If a faculty member is not approved for a workload reduction for scholarly activity,
this does not mean that they can’t carry out scholarly activity. They are free to
pursue their scholarly activity as they wish. They just aren’t given a workload
reduction to allow them time during their work time to work on the project.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins explained that requiring approval for scholarly activity is different than
being given a course release to engage in scholarly activity.
These statements are the mantra of a college, not a university. By making this statement, these
administrators are setting the precedent to deny scholarly activity workloads at the sole discretion
of administration. As noted above, this violates C5054 (Academic Freedom) and the Collective
Agreement.
It is my understanding that Campus Alberta Quality Council (CAQC) deemed scholarly activity
critically important to maintaining currency in a discipline and to quality degree programs.
CAQC required MacEwan to give faculty the opportunity to engage in scholarly activity and that
the scholarly activity must be recognized in the workload. The Collective Agreement gives a
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scholarly activity range of 0 – 35 %. Faculty who choose not to engage in scholarly activity
receive zero scholarly activity workload. But any faculty member who engages in scholarly
activity must receive recognition for the scholarly activity in their workload.
This may seem antithetical to a corporate culture where every minute of work time is devoted to
the employer, but consider the following:
• Faculty in research-focused universities (UofA, UCalgary, etc.) are required to engage in
teaching, research, and service. Faculty typically teach 2 to 4 courses per year. This
corresponds to 20 to 40 % teaching and 60 to 80 % time for research.
• Faculty in colleges (MacEwan pre 2009) are only required to engage in teaching and
service. This corresponds to teaching 9 to 10 courses per year. There is no obligation on
colleges to provide time for scholarly activity.
• Faculty in teaching-focused universities (MacEwan post 2009, Mt. Royal, Thompson
Rivers, etc.) are required to engage in teaching, research, and service, with a greater
emphasis on teaching. At MacEwan, 60 to 90 % is teaching and 0 to 35 % is research.
• In the corporate world, consider Google 20 % Time: Google allows their engineers to use
20 % of their work time on ‘personal projects’. Google News, Gmail, Adsense, Google
Talk, and others all originated as 20 % Time projects.
When I started at MacEwan in 2003, I inquired about opportunities to conduct research. Several
administrators made it very clear that ‘research’ was a four-letter word at MacEwan. Faculty
were told that they could engage in research on their own time, consistent with MacEwan being a
college. These same administrators are still administrators at MacEwan.
Workload assignment
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Sullivan explained that workload is normally made up of 80% teaching, 10%
Service, and 10% Scholarly Activity. When a Faculty workload form is received, and
the percentages for Service and scholarly activity are within the 10% levels, no
teaching workload reduction is required. If however, the faculty member has
applied for scholarly activity and that activity requires more than 10% of the
Faculty members time, then a reduction is made to their teaching workload.
This is inconsistent with what Dr. Sullivan previously stated regarding scholarly activity.
As the former VP Professional Affairs for the MacEwan Faculty Association, I am concerned by
Dr. Sullivan’s statement that if “the percentages for Service and scholarly activity are within the
10% levels, no teaching workload reduction is required.” 10 % corresponds to teaching one
course. To say that “no teaching workload reduction is required” for a total of 20 % service plus
scholarly activity is … very concerning. This appears to be administration wanting to revert to
the college model, where service and scholarly activity was conducted on personal time.
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scholarly activities
scholarly activities
To the best of my knowledge, I am the only person in the Faculty of Arts and Science who is
engaged in pedagogically-focused scholarly activities. I am developing a general chemistry
textbook,
and also engaged in pedagogy as associated with improving
instruction methods and models. Since starting at MacEwan, I have given 32 presentations at
regional, national, and international conferences on my scholarly activities. My scholarly
activities fit several of the activities listed in Section 3 of the AGC University-Wide Standards for
Interim Title of Assistant Professor:
• demonstrated impact on a field of study or professional discipline
• demonstrated innovation in a field of study or professional discipline
• documentation that work has been peer reviewed
• peer reviewed grants and awards
• dissemination in academic/professional public domains (including conferences,
presentations, colloquia, etc.)
• textbook published by a respected publisher
• textbook or curriculum reform that changes understanding in the field or innovates the
instruction in the field (not simply routine revision)
Note that my textbook is not currently under contract with a publisher. My bargaining power
(royalties, etc.) improves with increasing completion of the book. Furthermore, what defines
‘reputable publisher’? Is it an oxymoron?
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins explained that the Department has not applied the definition that
strictly.
textbook is recognized as scholarly activity even though he is
not under contract to a publisher.
While MacEwan was a college,
• I received a course release in 2007/08 to develop my textbook — approved by Dr. Sullivan.
• I received a course release in 2008/09 to develop my textbook — approved by Dr. Higgins.
(I ultimately declined this course release.)
• Dr. Hilts strongly supported my development and use of
in
correspondence of 11 February, 19 June, 02 July, and 04 July 2009 (see attached, K)
After MacEwan became a university,
• The Faculty of Arts and Science sent a memo on 10 June 2010 listing scholarly activities.
The memo draws from the AGC list of possible scholarly activities but excludes activities
that pertain to instructional material development. (see attached, I, section 3.)
• I requested a workload adjustment for scholarly activity on my 2009/10 workload, but Dr.
Sullivan removed it from my workload.
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• I continued to develop
In September 2010, I had forgotten about the
AGC document and inquired with Dr. Hilts and then Dr. Sullivan on where to include this
scholarly activity on my annual report. Their responses, which didn’t answer my question,
are given below. (These responses is their complete email messages.)
Dr. Hilts: “My response to your query is that you should put the development of your
textbook wherever you think it best fits.”
Dr. Sullivan: “I would follow your chair’s advice.”
• When I was reminded of the AGC document, I included the development of
as scholarly activity. On 15 October, Dr. Sullivan demanded it be removed:
Dr. Sullivan: “In your annual report in section 1 you identify students that you
‘supervised’. The information included in that section does not fit the description of
the section and should be removed.”
• On 24 January 2011, Dr. Higgins went so far as to categorically state,
Dr. Higgins: “Your textbook is your undertaking, hence it is news to me that you
would consider it to be an institutional undertaking. It is not. No discussion about or
request for support has ever reached me or the associate dean - hence my surprise
when you stated that you considered ‘
to be supported by the
institution.” (emphasis added)
Dr. Higgins has evidently forgotten that both he and Dr. Sullivan provided course releases
to support the development of
in 2007/08 and 2008/09.
These actions strongly suggest that the respondents do not consider my scholarly activities to be
legitimate. I submit that the respondents, as leaders within the Faculty of Arts and Science, are
trying to focus the Faculty of Arts and Science exclusively on ‘traditional research’, despite the
broader scope desired and required by AGC and MacEwan.
Surprisingly, in their submissions to the harassment investigator, all respondents now consider
my developing textbook scholarly activity.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Hilts agreed that textbook development could be considered as scholarly
activity.
…
Without having reviewed the criteria required for scholarly activity against the
textbook, he indicated that it [
might also be categorized as
innovative.
…
Dr. Hilts confirmed that textbook development fits under the University’s
definition of scholarly activity.
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
In his opinion, Dr. Sullivan feels that textbook development could be approved as
scholarly activity.
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Student feedback
Policy C5065 (Faculty Evaluation) states that faculty must collect student feedback once every
two years. However, faculty are encouraged in policy and by administrative documents to collect
student feedback more often. I have done this since starting at MacEwan. It is well recognized
that the first time something is done, there may be problems. UC Berkeley’s faculty evaluation
policy explicitly allows for student feedback to be excluded from review when new or
experimental courses are taught for the first time.
When first using my textbook, I requested the student feedback for my benefit and because I was
outside of my regular review cycle. I fully expected the feedback to decrease. If I had known it
would be used against me, I never would have requested it.
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Sullivan explained that
held the position that he ‘owned the student
evaluations’ and it was up to him as to whether he released those evaluations to
any other person. The Faculty Evaluation Committee discussed
concerns and maintained the status quo [all evaluations go to the Dean]. Dr.
Sullivan interpreted that as the Committee disagreeing with
interpretation.
This is incorrect! The meeting notes from the Faculty Evaluation Committee show that the
Committee agreed to restrict access when a faculty member requests student feedback for their
benefit, outside the normal review cycle. (See attached, M, specifically agenda item 3)
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Due to the number of evaluations Dr. Sullivan receives, he generally skims them
however pays close attention to the “overall evaluation”. … Many of
evaluations were scored in the 2 range.
There was one course where my ‘overall assessment’ was in the 2 range, not ‘many’ as Dr.
Sullivan states. The student responses to the ‘overall evaluation’ question Dr. Sullivan refers to
are copied below for each course I taught. The last number in <> is the departmental average.
Winter 2007

4.1

4.7

4.8

Fall 2007

3.7

4.1

<4.1>

Winter 2008

4.1

4.0

<4.1>

Fall 2008

2.5

3.7

<4.1>

(using

Winter 2009

3.2

3.9

<4.0>

(using

Fall 2009

3.8

3.2

<3.8>

(using

Winter 2010

4.2

<4.0>

(using

Fall 2010

4.1

3.6

<4.3>

(using

Winter 2011

3.5

3.8

<4.2>

(using

Fall 2011

4.4

4.7

4.3

<4.4>

<4.3>

Dr. Sullivan’s statement provides incorrect information on the decrease in my student feedback.
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Use of
First use of
The respondents indicate they received numerous complaints from students. However, they did
not inform me of the number or severity of the complaints. My first knowledge of supposed
student complaints was from Dr. Hilts on 17 June 2011, but he failed to provide copies of the
actual complaint. I have never seen any student complaints. Given the other irregularities in their
submissions to the harassment investigator detailed herein, I question the veracity of the
respondents’ statements pertaining to the student complaints. I suspect that both the number and
severity of complaints have been exaggerated to provide a basis for administrations’ actions. The
complaints are aethereal, with administration free to morph the allegations into egregious
concerns.
Dr. Hilts submitted in a written response to the harassment investigator:
Despite ongoing student complaints, … not to mention the rebellion of the
engineering students against the use of his textbook for a second term,
has refused to accept that
is not in a suitable state for use….
Again, Dr. Hilts did not bring the student complaints to my attention.
A student rebellion!? This is the first I hear of a student rebellion. My first use of
was with the engineering students at MacEwan in 2008/09. This is when my student
feedback was the lowest, but it increased considerably in the second term with the engineering
students. I have never been informed of a student rebellion!
After the Winter 2009 term, the Engineering Chair did request that I not use my textbook with
engineering students because of their heavy course load. Dr. Sullivan was investigating the
decreased student feedback, but made no mention of complaints directed to him. No
administrator ever asked me to discontinue use.
Immediately after the Engineering Chair requested I not use my textbook with engineering
students, I forwarded her email to my colleagues and Chair asking for their advice. On 19 June
2009, Dr. Hilts recommended that I use my textbook with students in the mainstream chemistry
courses. This led to our meeting on 23 June and summary of 02 July that detailed my continued
use of
with students. Clearly, Dr. Hilts was fully supportive of me using my
developing textbook with students, even after being informed of the request of the Engineering
Chair. This was the last communication I had with any administrator regarding the use of
for 15 months. (See attached, N & K.)
15 months later, administration refused to recognize it as scholarly activity, sent inflammatory
emails demanding to know why I was using it, actively impeded its use (IP Agreements and the
Textbook Adoption Criteria), refused to recognize their previous support of my scholarly activity,
and went so far as to disavow MacEwan ever supporting my scholarly activities.
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I submit that my actions to solicit advice from my Chair and colleagues are clearly that of a
faculty member who consults with his colleagues and administration, and works with them to
reach mutually agreeable solutions.
Continued use of
The respondents assert that I had a sense of entitlement to use my textbook and that I used the
Academic Freedom policy as a shield to allow me ‘to do as I please’. In fact, I obtained
permission from
and again from Dr. Hilts (departmental Chairs) to use my textbook
with students. As Dr. Hilts was taking over as Chair, he repeatedly encouraged me to use my text
with other sections of general chemistry. This is documented in emails of 11 February, 19 June,
02 July, and 04 July 2009 (see attached, K). With these assurances, I used my textbook and
encouraged students to give me feedback thereon.
A recent assertion is that I only had permission to use my textbook as an optional resource, not
the main textbook for the course. This was first alleged in Dr. Hilts’ 12 October 2010 email and
repeated by other administrators. There is no documentation prior to this date to support this
assertion and the email from 04 July 2009 details an agreement I reached with Dr. Hilts to use my
textbook as the primary text. Apparently, neither Dr. Sullivan nor Dr. Higgins were aware of this
agreement. When shown the emails,
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Sullivan indicated that it appeared by those e-mails that agreement had been
reached between Dr. Hilts and
that the text could be used as the main
text however this had not been bought to his attention.
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
Dr. Higgins indicated it appears from those e-mails that Dr. Hilts had approved
to use his text.
Promoting
Dr. Hilts repeatedly and in various forms alleges that I was promoting and marketing my
textbook by sending an email to all first-year students.
Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
According to Dr. Hilts,
had written to all students advising them that he
was writing a book “
and that his book was better than the
Department book. He encouraged the students to use his book and referred them
to his web site.
Dr. Hilts … [was] concerned that he was marketing his book and trying to get them
to support it.
My email clearly stated that I was developing a textbook, that it is available for free, and that I
would greatly appreciate feedback from students to how to improve the book, if they chose to use
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it. Nowhere in my email does it state or even infer that ‘my book is better than the Department
book’ or that I am marketing it. (See attached, O.) My distribution model is based on my
textbook being free for personal use.
Ability to use

at MacEwan once completed

Dr. Hilts told to the harassment investigator:
In his opinion, the textbook is still in too early a stage for it to be used as a main
textbook for the chemistry courses.
…
Once the book has reached acceptable standards, the book could then be
considered as the main departmental textbook.
This is incorrect! Dr. Hilts was the Chair of the Textbook Adoption Criteria (TAC) committee
and, based on comments from Committee members, was under direction from Dr. Higgins to
develop criteria that prevented me from using
at MacEwan. The criteria do
that is several ways (see attached, P):
• the TAC explicitly forbids any textbook that is not published by a ‘traditional’ publisher.
is self-published because of problems with ‘traditional’ publishers;
notably cost, unfixed errors, and a reluctance to adopt new instructional models.
• the TAC give administration the discretion to decide what constitutes peer review (see
below)
Alternative publishing is increasingly common.
• Dalhousie, UBC, and UVic have in-house developed textbooks and/or course packs to
replace ‘traditionally’ published textbooks.
• Dr. Michael Deyholos at the University of Alberta has written a second-year biology
textbook under a Creative Commons license.
• Rice University is planning to develop and distribute science textbooks online for free.
None of these textbooks can be used as the primary textbook in science courses at MacEwan. The
Textbook Adoption Criteria prevents the Physical Sciences department from adopting a textbook
that is not published by a traditional corporate publisher. MacEwan Administration appears
oblivious to the metamorphic transitions occurring in the publishing industry. Alternatively, if
MacEwan Physical Sciences abandons the TAC after I leave MacEwan, this will be clear
evidence that the TAC were explicitly established to target me.
Peer review
Dr. Higgins told to the harassment investigator:
…in order for something to be adequately peer reviewed, it would have to be
reviewed by people who are acknowledged/recognized as experts in their field,
that it should be arms length. He suggested that having a friend or colleague
review something is helpful but by itself would not constitute “peer review”
because it is not arms length. He also indicated that what is not peer review is for
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the author to pay someone to review the writing. He indicated that publishers will
pay people to review a document however this would be arms length to the
person who authored the document.
In saying this, Dr. Higgins has stated that all of my reviews do not constitute ‘peer review’. Dr.
Higgins suggests that my colleagues cannot be trusted to provide an impartial review. Dr.
Higgins has assumed the right to decide who is an ‘expert’ in the field. His argument that I cannot
pay someone directly (or solicit reviews directly) effectively kills all non-traditional textbook
development.
Dr. Higgins is apparently unaware that the publisher typically gives the reviews to the author and
empowers them to determine if a change is warranted or not.
has reviewed many
‘traditionally’ published textbooks and identified many errors. Yet those same errors still appear
in subsequent editions.

Administrative actions
Dr. Higgins’ ‘private investiations’
Brian Pearson, Director of MacEwan Human Resources, coined the term ‘private investigation’
in March 2011 to explain Dr. Higgins actions pertaining to his lead involvement in the IP
agreements issue, FOIP allegation, and plagiarism allegation. Dr. Higgins controlled all aspects
of his extrajudicial ‘private investigations’. He evolved the process ad hoc and always biased in
Administrations favor. I was led blindly through the process, always at a disadvantage, and I
never knew what the next step was.
Dr. Higgins’ ‘private investigations’ have resulted in
• no opportunity for informal resolutions
• failure to follow established policies, processes, and the principles of natural justice
• oppressive, intimidating, interrogation-like meetings
• Dr. Higgins assuming the role of complainant, investigator, and arbiter
• failure to allow me to see and respond to evidence collected during his investigations
• evidence I submitted in my defense was ignored and dismissed
• imposing of excessively harsh discipline
• removal and/or blocked appeal avenues
• innumerable statements threatening my career
• a resignation offer and strong suggestions for me to resign
On 31 March 2011, I expressed concerns to Dr. Paterson-Weir, Provost and Executive Vice
President Academic, that Dr. Higgins had failed to invoke the investigative process in C5051
relating to the plagiarism allegation and I listed some of his actions, above. This resulted in Dr.
Higgins immediately dropping his ‘private investigation’ into the plagiarism allegation, but I
never received a response to the additional concerns. (See attached, Q.)
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The Investigative Committee
Dr. Susan May, Associate Vice-President Academic and Research, established a Committee to
investigate the plagiarism complaint filed by Dr. Higgins. During the investigation, Dr. May
• used an unvalidated matrix developed by Dr. Higgins to assess plagiarism (an independent
IP attorney deemed the matrix invalid as Dr. Higgins’ method had been rejected by the
Courts in Canada)
• failed to conduct a blind review
• had Samantha Kernahan (MacEwan’s legal counsel) either as a member of the Committee
or as an expert witness (her role remains unclear). Her presence violated C5051. I
overheard her dismissing arguments I made in my written submission.
• used a definition of plagiarism different than in policy C1000 (Academic Integrity)
• failed to record the verbal evidence provided by Dr. Higgins and Kernahan
• failed to provide me with the evidence presented by Dr. Higgins and Kernahan
• failed to allow me to respond to the evidence collected
Despite Kernahan being involved with the Committee, she is not mentioned or even alluded to in
the Committee’s report. Her actions with the Committee are covert and subversive.
On 29 September 2011, I expressed concern to Dr. Paterson-Weir regarding the process of Dr.
May and the Investigative Committee. In her response, Dr. Paterson-Weir ignored many of my
concerns and summarily dismissed the remainder. (See attached, R.)
Dr. Paterson-Weir’s ‘private investigation’
The decision of the Investigative Committee was split. Dr. Paterson-Weir initiated a ‘private
investigation’ of her own. She obtained another review of
outside the scope
of the process established in C5051. Policy does not provide for Dr. Paterson-Weir to conduct
another investigation to resolve the split decision. I was not aware of her actions nor given the
opportunity to see and rebut the evidence collected prior to her acting on it (contrary to policy
and the principles of natural justice).
Dr. Paterson-Weir’s decision to summarily terminate my employment
In a letter of 08 December 2011, Dr. Paterson-Weir informed me of her decision regarding the
disciplinary action regarding the plagiarism. Her decision was to terminate my employment
because of the plagiarism and because the administrative relationship has broken down.
The immediacy of Dr. Paterson-Weir’s decision to terminate is contrary to sections 2.5, 4.5.5.1,
4.5.6.1, and 4.5.6.8 of C5051, and hinders my ability to appeal. Section 4.5.6.1 of C5051 states
“…the researcher shall have the right of appeal before any sanctions take affect.” Sections 4.5.6.2
to 4.5.6.8 detail the appeal process. Notably, s. 4.5.6.8 states: “Where the sanctions are
overturned, the President or designate ... shall take all reasonable steps to repair any damage that
the researcher’s reputation for scholarly integrity may have suffered by virtue of the complaint.”
Given the problems with Dr. Higgins’ investigation, the process irregularities of the Investigative
Committee, ???a review by Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) declared that
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• senior administration ignoring concerns and complaints regarding the flawed processes
• the misinformation provided by the respondents to the harassment investigator
I am concerned that, with my departure, these MacEwan administrators will be emboldened to
continue their oppression of any faculty or staff member who dares question administration —
questions that are permitted by sections 3.5.4 and 3.5.5 of C5054 (Academic Freedom). These
sections state that faculty are free in the selection of research topics and gives faculty the
freedoms to engage in scholarly activity, to develop curricula and instructional material, to
question University procedures and policies, and to propose and to work for changes without fear
of censure, undue interference, harassment, or reprisal. These freedoms do not exist at MacEwan.
This is not how a university operates. This is how an autocracy operates.
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Additional issues of concern
Collection of email addresses
The respondents argue that, since I only asked Dr. Ross Witherell for the email addresses of firstyear students, this somehow shows my guilt.
Dr. Witherell is the first-year coordinator. I was the Laboratory Coordinator before Dr. Witherell.
Unless something drastic has changed, Dr. Witherell should only have access to the email
addresses of first-year students.
Common textbook
An assertion by the respondents is that only one textbook should be used when teaching multiple
sections of a course. I agree that this is the common practice within science. However, I
specifically requested and received permission from
and Dr. Hilts to use my
developing textbook with students. Dr. Sullivan and Dr. Higgins should reasonably have been
aware of this permission. Indeed, Dr. Higgins was directly informed when I turned down a course
release because I was using my textbook with a closed group of students. Realizing the common
practice, I made every effort to teach the same material to the same level of rigor as the other
textbook.
Section 3.5.1 of policy C5054 (Academic Freedom) provides faculty members with “the right to
select course materials, content, methodology, and sequence of subjects. However, faculty
members are to exercise this freedom responsibly within the frameworks of course syllabi and
course practices established by faculty members.” My actions are consistent with policy. It is
misleading to state that I am using the policy as a shield.
Primary v. ancillary textbook
Administration argues that I was only permitted to use
resource — that I never had permission to use it as the main textbook.

as an ancillary

However
• When turning down the 2008/09 course release, I explicitly informed Dr. Higgins that I
needed to turn down the course release because I was going to be using my textbook with
students.
• My conversation with Dr. Hilts on 23 June 2009 makes no mention of primary and
ancillary textbooks. Indeed, the point that ‘students switching sections would need to
purchase the correct textbook’ indicates that
was planned to be the
primary textbook.
• Reviewing the correspondence, the first time ancillary was mentioned was Dr. Higgins
inflammatory email of 12 October 2010. By this time, I had used
for
two complete years without issue of primary v. ancillary textbooks being raised.
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Peer reviews
Administration argues that most textbooks have 10–20 reviewers. What they do not realize is that
these reviewers only review three or four chapters each. In a typical textbook with 30 chapters,
this amounts to two to three reviewers per chapter — the same number of reviewers that I have.
Escalation
The Investigative Committee and Dr. Paterson-Weir state that the offending material should be
removed from the textbook. I offered and agreed to do this in correspondence to Dr. Higgins on
01 April 2011, the Investigative Committee on 12 July and 21 September, and to Dr. PatersonWeir on 02 December. Despite disagreeing as to whether the material is plagiarized, I have
repeatedly agreed that the questions should be changed. I have endeavoured to conclude the
plagiarism issue several times. MacEwan administration continues to demand the same
conditions that I have repeatedly agreed to, yet refuses to accept them when offered, and
continually escalates these matters.
Indeed, despite numerous attempts by myself and the Faculty Association to resolve all of these
issues, everything continues to escalate. Administration has repeatedly failed to explain their
decisions and provide proof to justify their actions.
Scholarly activity and workload adjustments
<at end of this section>
These same administrators are still administrators at MacEwan, and possibly haven’t changed
their opinion on scholarly activity at MacEwan despite the CAQC requirements, changes to the
collective agreement, and metamorphosis of MacEwan into a university.
Review of scholarly activity
Dr. Sullivan told to the harassment investigator:
A review is conducted every 2-3 years (depending on the scholarly activity being
performed) to ensure that it is progressing as planned and to review if additional
workload adjustments are required.
…
When Scholarly activity was incorporated into the Collective Agreement in 2008,
applications were not required yearly however will be reviewed every 3 years to
ensure the workload reduction is still warranted.
I would hope that scholarly activity was reviewed annually. However, MacEwan has not yet
developed a mechanism to evaluate scholarly activity.
Their actions are at minimum deceitful and possibly fraudulent.
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Date: Thu, 16 Jun 2011 09:21
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Vacation Plans for 2010-2011
You need to send me your completed vacation plans for 2011-2012, regard
whether you intend to book the days off.
RH

Date: Thu, 16 Jun 2011 15:40
From:
To: Robert Hilts
Subject: Re: Vacation Plans for 2010-2011
Dr. Hilts
As requested.
I am at the ACE meeting tomorrow (friday).
Because my office is boxed, I will be mostly working from home. I will be in when
I need to work in the labs.
This summer, I will be working on
* printing and displaying the IYC2011 posters
* getting the laser installed and operational
* with the assistance of summer students, testing and refining some of the CHEM
283 labs -- labs that can be used in other courses. I have inquired with Aaron
and the VT component of the NMR should be functional shortly.
* getting the thermal ovens operational
* general organization of the p.chem equipment in 5-014 & 5-018
* my CHEM 282 lecture notes and laboratory experiments
* my CHEM 101/2 lecture notes
* probably a zillion other things as the above list is off the top of my head.
Thanks,

Date: Fri, 24 Jun 2011 15:57
From: Pat Sullivan
To:
Subject:

You have returned a vacation plan with 0 days of vacation indicated on the form.
Section 19.2.7 of the collective agreement states
" A continuing member shall normally take vacation between May and August"
Section 19.2.7.1 states
"Special arrangements for vacation at another time may be made, providing the
member's Dean of Director approves, in writing, prior to the May to August
period."
Since you were away at the end of April your chair requested a vacation plan on
your return. The vacation plan form allows faculty members to request vacation
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during any month of the year. Since you have chosen not to request vacation
outside the May to August period your 44 days of vacation will be deducted at the
end of August 2011.
Pat
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Date: Thu, 15 Feb 2007 08:52
From: Terry Moser
To:
Subject: Re: Incident with 'Mark' outside 6-212

Thank-you for your email, it will be added to the file.
Terry Moser
Coordinator, Security & Parking Services
Grant MacEwan College
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Date: Wed, 8 Dec 2010 15:47
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Cc: David Higgins
Subject: Inappropriate Behaviour in 5-172

It has been brought to my attention that yesterday afternoon you repeatedly
slammed your office door as part of angry tantrum. This is unprofessional and
unacceptable behaviour. By way of this email I am also reporting this behaviour
to the dean.
Robert Hilts

Date: Tue, 14 Dec 2010 15:42
From: David Higgins
To:
Cc: Brian Pearson
Subject: Meeting
Dear
As you know, I have been informed that your behaviour on the afternoon of 7 Dec.
was considered unacceptable, unprofessional and contrary to the environment and
atmosphere which MacEwan seeks. The behaviour was repeated slamming of your
office door.
I have received your e-mail of 9 Dec. concerning this matter.
Please make an appointment through Maria Stecyk to meet with me to discuss this
matter. Tomorrow is booked. Thursday and Friday are available. Brian Pearson will
be joining us for the discussion. You are welcome to bring a companion.
Thank you.
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Date: Wed, 11 Feb 2009 12:30
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: 10x text for 2009/10 academic year
Dear
You have asked for feedback re the adoption of your textbook, and here
is. I
is my opinion that any decision to change the general chemistry textbook should
be made by a committee composed of general chemistry lecturers, and that the
committee should be struck in early 2010, just before the end of the run for the
9th edition of General Chemistry: Principles and Modern Applications, by Petrucci
et al, which , of course, is the textbook presently being used by our department.
In the meantime, if you want more feedback, why don't you use your textbook for
any CHEM 101/102 sections that you will teaching during the 2009-2010 academic
year?
Cheers,
Rob

Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2009 08:18
From: Robert Hilts
To:
Subject: Re: Chemistry Textbook
The answer to your predicament is clear: try the modified version of your
textbook out on some CHEM 101 and 102 lecture sections.
Cheers,
Rob
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Date: Thu, 18 Jun 2009 13:01
From: Shelley Lorimer
To:
Cc: Robert Hilts, Pat Sullivan
Subject: Chemistry Textbook

I had hoped from our conversation in the cafeteria a while ago, that you would
not choose to use your textbook again in Fall2009/Winter2010 for the engineers.
It is clear from the issues last year, that the textbook was not suitable. Since
engineering is an accredited program, at the U of A, and we derive our success
from this accreditation, I am going to formally request that you use a textbook
that has been well established, such as the textbook that was used during spring
session. The students did not enjoy being used as the "guinea pigs" for your new
textbook, and in view of the engineering expansion, I do not want to deal again
with the problems that might arise with the use of your textbook. The dollar
savings to the students is not worth our extra time dealing with the student
concerns.
If and when you can get this text book peer reviewed by members of the Chemistry
community outside MacEwan, we could then perhaps discuss adopting it after it
receives external approval.
The engineering program is too demanding for students to test textbooks, and go
through solutions manuals.
Since CHME 103/CHME 105 are service courses provided to the engineering program,
I do not think that it is unreasonable for me to ask the Chemistry department to
adopt a textbook that is a known reputable quantity that the students can learn
from. If you would like to use supplemental materials of your own, that is fine,
but we must have a better textbook source.
Shelley Lorimer, Ph.D., P.Eng.
Chair, Bachelor of Science in Engineering Transfer Program

Dr. Hilts’ email of 19 June 2009 in Appendix K responds to Dr. Lorimer’s concerns.
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